Classroom News

Class 1
This week, we have been learning about ‘ck’ and ‘e’ sounds, and the numbers ‘6 and 7’. We
have been finding out more about ‘Bonfire Night’, making 3D rockets and printing pearlised
firework pictures. In P.E., the children have been developing their hockey skills, and doing
brilliantly. Well done everyone!

Class 2
In Class 2 this week, we have been looking at pumpkins. We weighed them, measured their
size and put them in size/weight order. We have continued our continents topic looking at
Africa. We have also started a brand new history topic, looking at the history of Bonfire
Night and the story of the Gunpowder Plot. We have all been very excited this week, to
receive our own personal laptop log-in’s and loved seeing our names appear on the laptop
screen. We created and decorated our Username cards, which we will keep safe in our pencil
cases to help remind us of our details.

Class 3
In Class 3 we have started to explore the topic of ‘Light and Shadows’ in Science. In Maths
we are working on multiplication, including working hard on learning our times tables. We
are looking at definite and indefinite articles in Grammar, and we are continuing to explore
the concept of ‘Democracy’ in PSRHE.

Class 4
We have had a busy week learning about formal ways of dividing in maths and giving
estimates. This has also involved some problem solving activities. In English we have been
developing spelling strategies and self checking our work using a dictionary. It's been
interesting researching and learning about Anglo-Saxon Gods in History and we have all
produced some thoughtful and imaginative work. Our science work has been focusing on
animal adaptations depending on the climate they live in. We are currently learning our
numbers up to one hundred in French which is good fun!

